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INTRODUCTION 

A Data Mapper is an object- relational mapping that maps data from a SQL Database to Programming language, 
Dapper is considered to be the fastest way to get data , it is as fast as using raw ADO.NET  

On the other hand  
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LINQ to SQL is an ingredient of .NET Framework ver. (3.5) that provides a run-time infrastructure for handling a 

relational data as objects.  

EXTRACTING DATA 
To test Dapper speed for extracting data from Database, four Classes must be built first, C# is the programming 

Language of choice, Dapper falls into a family of tools known as micro-ORMs. These tools perform only a subset of 
the functionality of full-blown Object Relations Mappers, such as Entity Framework Core. Features vary by product 

. 

 
DATA MODEL 

[sourcecode language=”plain”] 
public class Students 

{ 
public long Id { get; set;} 

public string FirstName { get; set; } 

public string LastName { get; set; } 
public string College { get; set; } 

} 
[/sourcecode] 

Student must assigned to a College, which leads to the next class. 

[sourcecode language=”plain”] 
public class College 

https://www.learnentityframeworkcore.com/
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{ 

public long Id { get; set; } 
public string CollegeName { get; set; } 

} 
[/sourcecode] 

A Student can assigned to multiple groups . 

[sourcecode language=”plain”] 
public class Groups 

{ 
public long StudentId { get; set; } 

public long CollegeId { get; set; } 

} 
[/sourcecode] 

 
EXAMINING 

Out test starts with three colleges , each of which contain 1,000 Item (student) . as the first round of test we found 
that  both Entity Framework and Dapper take longer with the first query than with subsequent queries. For Entity 

Framework, the query must be complied on the at first of execution, in the other hand,  Dapper execute it directly. 

For all tests, each query executed twice and ran each test 10 times before analyzing the results. All times are in 
milliseconds. 

 
Loading 1 Students 

In the round , a  single Student by Id from the database. 
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Clearly the test results shows that Dapper is faster than Entity Framework, especially on the first round of execution. 

 
LOADING MANY STUDENTS BY COLLEGES 

In the second round, all the Students have been loaded to see how each framework fared loading multiple records 
and searching on a string field as alternative to  a primary key. 

 

 
The differences between the first and second round of queries were not severely different  . 
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LOADING GROUPS WITH STUDENTS 

 

 
 
The results are uniform with the other rounds. Entity Framework is remains slower than Dapper, but if we take a look 

at average, second Dapper query still 4.2 milliseconds faster. 
 

INTEREST OVER TIME OF DAPPER VS ENTITY FRAMEWORK 

 

 
 
CONCLUSION 

Dapper Designed to be Faster that the other SQL Server Retrieving Data Methos and the test approved it, a known 
fact that designers pay attention to every millisecond, in some cases  like a small business , saving few millisecond is 

not matter, we recommend using LINQ integration , but when it come to ORM operation , as we mentioned , Dapper 

is the solution for that, Dapper will be a very powerful tool to think about before using a raw SQL.  
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